innovative solutions for a 21st century network
Manufacturers, suppliers and installers of specialist surface treatment systems within the UK offering comprehensive repair and maintenance solutions.

- Road
- Rail
- Docks
- Airports
- Bridges
- Built environment

Innovative approach to protect, restore and extend the life cycle of existing roads, runways and parking areas.

- Innovative approach
- Life cycle extension
- Supports your environmental policy
- Pre-engagement consultation
- Cost-effective solutions
Our group offers total solutions in design, manufacture, supply and installation

Road maintenance and road lining equipment to meet your needs.

- Bespoke vehicle builds
- Thermoplastic bitumen trucks and trailers
- Road lining trucks and trailers
- Highway maintenance vehicles for hire and lease
- Repair/maintenance/refurbishment
- Equipment manufacture and sales

Design, manufacture and supply of an extensive range of road markings, high friction surfacing, crack and joint repair systems and decorative surfacings.

- BBA/HAPAS - approved product range
- BSI Kite mark - product accreditation
- ISO9001 - quality management system
- Bespoke innovative product design
- Technical support
- Automated manufacturing process
- Fast flexible customer service

www.roadtechs.net
Roadtechs Europe Ltd delivers contracting services for the repair and maintenance of roads, rail, runways, docks, bridges and urban environments.

**Contracting Innovation**

A combination of product expertise, efficient programming and installation capability puts Roadtechs at the forefront of the maintenance industry.

Over 20 years’ experience within the specialist surfacing sector, our extensive range of proprietary products deliver durable repairs. Working in partnership with clients, we achieve best in class solutions extending pavement lifecycle.

Rapid response, knowledgeable and fully trained crews working efficiently to maximise working windows, keeping traffic disruption and environmental impact to a minimum. Very approachable and accessible, Roadtechs Europe Ltd brings sustainable delivery to a cost driven, demanding market providing affordable high quality and durable solutions for the heavily burdened transport network.
**Project Delivery**
Multi-process solutions for optimising budget spend and overcoming network issues. Installation of pothole and patching treatments, crack and joint repairs for asphaltic and concrete pavements, thin bond repairs, high friction surfacing, ironwork reinstatement and decorative surfacing.

**Consultation & Support**
Advice service for fault and failure analysis or site specific issues providing expertise and knowledge on product and installation solutions. Complementing client skills and engineering capabilities, we utilise the strength of Roadtechs Holdings’ knowledge base to develop new materials and processes unique to customers’ requirements.

**Turnkey**
Complete project management offered with nationwide coverage. Expertise to analyse defects and damage due to pavement age, wear and traffic loading. Identification of best repair solution and productive methodology for installation.

**Labour & Plant Supply**
Provision of plant and experienced crews for complex engineering projects requiring specialist installation capabilities. Flexible workforce arrangements to suit programme and task demand.
Roadtechs Infrastructure Services restore, extend and enhance the life of existing roads, runways and parking areas.

Infrastructure Services

Benefits
- Product innovation
- Extends lifecycle of surfacing
- No requirement for mined aggregate
- Environmental and sustainable maintenance

Reclamite, Superseal AE and CRF Restorative Seal are ideal for airports, roads and car parks.

In Situ Haunch Recycling restores edges of highways.

www.roadtechsinfrastructureservices.net
**Reclamite**
Increases surface life span, restoring original properties of asphalt increasing durability. Fast drying, extremely cost effective and simple to apply, suitable for the majority of surfaces. Reduction in carbon footprint.

**CRF Restorative Seal**
Applied to pavements with early stage deterioration such as ravelling, loss of aggregate or brittleness.

**Superseal AE**
Protective sealcoat for asphalt which is durable, flexible and extremely tough. Formulated to protect pavement surfaces that endure constant wear. Once dry, Superseal AE enhances surfaces with a refreshed appearance.

**In Situ Haunch Recycling**
Process to restore pavement edges due to damage from weather, oxidation and traffic loading. Undertaken on location, extracted material is mixed with additives and recycled into the restored pavement area.
Roadtechs Plant & Equipment design, manufacture and supply specialist road maintenance vehicles and equipment.

**Plant & Equipment Services**

With extensive experience of operating in the highway maintenance sector, we are acutely aware of the vehicles and tools needed to deliver an efficient, reliable and cost-effective road surface.

In the harsh working environment of road construction and repair, vehicles need to be robust, reliable and effective but also safe, practical and well-maintained.

We have applied our knowledge of operating in the sector over many years to design and manufacture a range of vehicles that will deliver the level of service, reliability and safety our customers - and their clients - demand.
Vehicle Manufacture
Our vehicles - for sale, hire or lease - include road marking trucks and trailers, thermoplastic bitumen trucks and trailers and other specialist, ancillary equipment, made to order.

Fleet Hire & Leasing
Our vehicles fully comply with safety standards. We are constantly evolving our range to meet the changing requirements of our clients to ensure that we offer the most up-to-date vehicle and equipment resource available.

Equipment
We can supply a large selection of equipment from hand tools, screens, gas torches, thermo lances, screed boxes, joint sealing tools, etc. In addition we have the capability to design and manufacture custom equipment to order.

Vehicle, Repair & Maintenance
Our workshop is fully equipped with experienced mechanics undertaking vehicle repairs and maintenance. Our team of skilled fabricators can undertake full refurbishment of vehicles and their equipment.
Roadtechs Specialist Products design, manufacture and supply specialist road maintenance products.

**Specialist Products**

From our modern automated manufacturing facility in Norfolk, Roadtechs Specialist Products design, manufacture and supply a wide range of road markings, high friction surfaces, crack & joint repair systems and decorative surface coatings for both thermoplastic and cold applied application on to all surface types.

Our dedicated research and development team can work together with customers to offer bespoke solutions for their individual requirements.

All of our products are manufactured in accordance with ISO 9001, ISO 14001, and ISO 18001 standards.
**Joint, Crack and Pothole Repair**
Innovative thermoplastic and cold applied solutions designed to treat all types of joint, crack and pothole repairs, for a wide variety of surfaces, including BBA certified and HAPAS approved products.

**Bridge Joints**
Highways agency approved bridge joint systems for in situ constructed expansion joints.

**Road Marking Materials**
A comprehensive range of BSI Kitemark licenced thermoplastic road marking materials along with innovative MMA and Chloroprene based road marking solutions.

**Specialist Surfacing**
Unique surfacing products including printed overlay, ironwork reinstatement and resin bound systems. Durapave MMA is just one of our specially formulated surfaces to deliver bright and durable demarcation colouring.